
Jola Studios Presents 

The IFÉ Project 
An animated short series 

Virtual Home/Video Trailer: www.anjolacoker.com/ife-animated 
Contact: anjolacoker@gmail.com 

Youtube Overview Link 

OVERVIEW & PURPOSE 

IFÉ means love in Yoruba (A language common in 

Nigeria and other countries in West Africa). IFÉ is a short 

animated episodic series that centers around stories on 

love and life’s journey told from the perspective of 

African elders. We care about this community because, 

as africans, we have seen that our stories are often told 

by others who have a limited understanding of our true 

experiences. Using animation, Jola Studios is telling the 

stories of African immigrants whose journey apart and 

together came with challenges, joy, and growth. This 

project explores themes like marriage roles, 

commitment, and cultural identity while fusing it with 

animation music and motion. 

IMPACT 

Not only will this project touch on the complexities and 

beauty of commitment to a person, but it will engage 

about cultural identity, immigration, women’s 

empowerment and masculinity. We aim to connect 

Africans in the diaspora, both those who moved at will 

and those taken by force. 

This story was born out of seeing a lack of 

representation of African stories in mainstream 

animated projects, and also wanting to promote the 

journey of African immigrants in America. It is our hope 

that this project will inspire. 
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$2,215 dollars was raised through online  

crowdfunding campaign in only 42 days. Our ultimate Goal is to raise 
$13,500 to cover all production and contingency costs factored. 

 

BUDGET  
(Cost per episode) = $1,100. Cost is comprised of the following: 

● $800 Animation 

● $130 Sound Design MIxing 

● $50 Behind the Scenes Footage  

● $120 Storyboarding and Pre-Production 

Our goal is to create 8-10 episodes featuring stories from African elders 

from various countries, including, Nigeria, Ghana, Kenya, and more. Each 

episode runs for around 4 minutes and will be narrated by the elders 

themselves who are interviewed. (This project was Inspired by animated storytelling done by StoryCorps 

which focuses on highlighting american stories). This is a spin on the concept using African stories that need to 

be preserved. 

We need to hear stories that increase global awareness for African Immigrants. This animated series highlights 

the journey of various immigrants who have navigated through and are committed to loving through it all. 

TEAM: 

Anjola Coker - Anjola Coker is the producer and director of the project. is a spoken word poet, illustrator 

and filmmaker born in Lagos, Nigeria. She creates pieces that brings to light uncomfortable truths as well as 

showcase the beauty in culture and roundness of people from marginalized groups. Her poetry has been 

featured on many stages across the U.S and her artwork has been published on a New York Times best selling 

Young Adult book. Anjola's prior two short films have earned recognition at various film festivals as well.  

Stephane Kone - Stephane is a sound designer and audio engineer specializing in creating sound effects and 

foley for animations, films, games and digital media content. 

TAMAZI Studio - A boutique animation and motion graphic studio. Examples of animation stills are on the 

next page. 

Citizen Africa - Co-Producer for the project. Citizen Africa is a boutique consultancy agency aimed at 

empowering visual content creatives in Africa.  
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TAMAZI Studio past animations. (credits to mfka creations) 
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